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Abstract: Preserving older pedestrians’ navigation skills in urban environments is a challenge for
maintaining their quality of life. However, the maps that are usually used by older pedestrians
might be unsuitable to their specificities and the existing digital aids do not consider older people’s
perceptual and cognitive declines or user experience. This study presents a rich description of the
navigation experience of older pedestrians either with a visual (augmented reality glasses), auditory
(bone conduction headphones), or a visual and haptic (smartwatch) wearable device adapted to
age-related declines. These wearable devices are compared to the navigation aid older people usually
use when navigating the city (their own digital or paper map). The study, with 18 participants,
measured the navigation performance and captured detailed descriptions of the users’ experience
using interviews. We highlight three main phenomena which impact the quality of the user experience
with the four aids: (1) the shifts in attention over time, (2) the understanding of the situation over
time, and (3) the emergence of affective and aesthetic feelings over time. These findings add a new
understanding of the specificities of navigation experience by older people and are discussed in terms
of design recommendations for navigation devices.

Keywords: navigation; pedestrians; older people; user experience; augmented reality; spatialized
sounds

1. Introduction

When advancing in age, older people may face difficulties walking in the city due to physical,
but also, perceptual and cognitive declines [1]. Finding one’s way, searching for relevant information
in the environment, and crossing streets while being aware of incoming cars are some examples of
problems older pedestrians may face [2]. These difficulties can lead the older people to reduce the
frequency of their urban travels and can have consequences on their wellbeing and quality of life [3],
as pedestrian mobility is one of the main means of daily transportation for older adults in French
cities [4]. Spatial navigation, more particularly, may be a source of trouble for older pedestrians.
It consists in finding and traveling a route from a point A to a point B [5,6] and involves complex
cognitive and perceptual processes such as self-orientation [7], attention to the environment and
selection of landmarks [8], use and interpretation of allocentric representations [9], construction of
cognitive maps [10], or maintenance of the goal in mind to reach the destination [11]. However,
all these processes tend to decline with aging, leading to greater difficulties in navigation among
older people.

Paper and digital maps are the media most commonly used to help people with navigation
tasks [12,13]. However, maps are not very suitable for older pedestrians, even if they are used to
them. Indeed, they provide people with allocentric representations of the environment that are
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difficult to interpret for older people, who prefer egocentric (first-person view) types of information
to help them find their way [9,14]. Maps are also difficult to orient correctly [15] and require a lot
of attention to be read [16,17], leading to potentially dangerous situations for older people whose
attention resources are limited [18,19]. To guide them in the city, one solution could be to provide older
pedestrians with turn-by-turn egocentric instructions that are simple to understand (e.g., turn right
at the next intersection [14]). To do so, wearable devices could be an interesting option as they could
help reducing attention sharing by providing relevant information directly on the pedestrian’s body.
Moreover, wearable devices allow using several sensory modalities to help people perceive navigation
instructions, thereby triggering potential benefits for older people whose sensory acuity may decline,
while the maps only rely on the visual channel.

In this paper, we investigate the performance and user experience of older pedestrians with four
navigation aids used to find their way in the city: (1) the paper or digital map, i.e., an aid people
usually use in such circumstances and three sensory wearable devices: (2) augmented-reality glasses
(visual instructions); (3) bone conduction headphones (auditory instructions); and (4) a smartwatch
(warning haptic vibrations + visual instructions). The main issues raised in this study are as follows.
Would these devices be more efficient than a traditional paper map? Would they be well accepted by
older pedestrians? Are some of these devices more efficient and appreciated?

2. Related Work

2.1. Sensory Navigation Instructions and Wearable Devices

Several studies have explored the use of digital devices aiming to provide sensory navigation
instructions to the pedestrians. These, in particular, use the visual, the auditory, and, more recently,
the haptic sensory modalities to convey information to the user, and rely on smartphones, PDA or
wearable devices, for example headphones [20], a smartwatch [21], shoes [22], or even a belt [23].
However, only few studies deal with older pedestrians using such sensory navigation instructions
and devices.

Among the sensory modalities, vision seems to be the natural one to be used for communicating
environmental information [16]. Various types of visual information were investigated in the literature:
text [24], 2D-arrows [12], 3D models [24], and photographs [25]. However, those visual instructions
might be hard to interpret due to their complexity [24] and the effort required to fit information with the
environment [26]. Also, these instructions often require a lot of attention to be perceived, which could
be a serious drawback for a use in the context of outdoor navigation in an urban setting. Augmented
photographs [25,27] and augmented reality (AR) [28] could therefore be an interesting alternative, as
this type of information seems easy to understand in virtual environments [29], even among older
people [30], and mostly limit attention sharing [28] by inlaying relevant instructions directly in the
environment. One limit, however, could be due to the use of hand-held devices such as smartphones to
display information in augmented reality [31], which would require looking at them almost constantly.
Augmented-reality glasses might be a relevant option to convey visual instructions, such as arrows
that would be directly inlayed in the pedestrians’ field of view. To our knowledge, the device that we
will be tested in the present study has not been yet investigated among older pedestrians.

Auditory vocal instructions are a rather common solution to guide pedestrians too, but they might
be difficult to perceive for older people in loud outdoor environments such as cities [32] due to changes
in the range of frequencies they can hear [33]. Also, vocal instructions can be hard to understand when
instructions are complex [34] and often prevent people from having a conversation while walking [35].
Therefore, spatialized sounds could be an efficient alternative that would require less attention sharing
than vocal instructions and would allow speaking at the same time [36]. Spatialized sounds also seem
easy to interpret [37], even for older people [30], relying on humans’ natural ability to locate sounds
in space [38]. However, using in-ear or on-ear headphones to convey spatialized sounds might be
problematic, as this prevents hearing sounds from the environment with potential negative impacts
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on safety [22]. It also prevents having a conversation [20], and these devices are usually not well
accepted by older people [39]. More recently, bone conduction headphones have become available.
These devices make it possible to hear the sounds from the surroundings as the headphones do not rest
inside the ears but vibrations are sent straight into the top of the jaw to produce sounds. They could
therefore be a good opportunity to convey spatialized sounds to guide older people in cities in safety.
These devices, however, have not yet been tested among older pedestrians.

Finally, vibrating navigation aids have been tested more recently, using a wide variety of
devices to provide information to the user [22,23,40,41]. This sensory modality could help reduce
attention sharing, as the haptic modality is less used than the auditory and visual modalities for
pedestrian navigation. However, translating instructions required to navigate the city into vibrations
is still challenging [30,40], especially among older pedestrians whose skin sensitivity may become
limited with aging [42]. While using standalone vibrations seems difficult for navigation purposes in
comparison to visual or auditory instructions [43], using vibrations as a warning and providing visual
or auditory instructions at the same time could be an interesting option to limit attention sharing [30].
Thus, a multisensory device of this kind (e.g., smartwatch) will be tested among older pedestrians in
the present study.

2.2. User Experience with Navigation Aids

Older people may feel uncomfortable with new technologies [44] such as sensory navigation
aids, even though they could benefit from such devices in their daily life. With those types of devices
indeed, worries may rise that are related to health, autonomy, or privacy among older people [45],
thereby limiting the acceptability of these devices on the market. That is why considering older
pedestrians’ user experience is mandatory for ensuring the acceptance of such sensory wearable
devices in the future.

User experience (UX) is a concept expressing the pragmatic and affective processes a specific
user goes through when using a service or a product in a specific context. This concept allows for
the evaluation of the product and improvement of its design. This human-centered approach aims
to investigate the pragmatic qualities of a device, its hedonic qualities, and the emotions elicited
by the use of the device in the context [46–48]. Several studies dedicated to navigation aids and to
older people highlight some dimensions that particularly shape the user experience. Thus, among the
pragmatic qualities that are important for navigation aids stand their usability, the accuracy of the
GPS, and their ease of learning [49,50], especially among older people [51]. Nonpragmatic qualities,
such as aesthetics, trustworthiness, discretion, and autonomy, are relevant too, especially among older
people [52,53]. This literature, however, is based on devices such as smartphones or GPS. It does not
take into account the specificities of using wearable devices for navigation purposes, which could raise
other types of concerns that should be investigated.

Some studies also exist about the acceptability of wearable devices such as AR glasses [54], bone
conduction devices [55] and smartwatches [56], but they are performed out of a context of pedestrian
navigation. Here, again, complementary investigations will be useful in a navigation context. Moreover,
little is known about older people using these types of devices in the city, therefore those aspects will
be at the core of this study.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Implementation of the Navigation Aids

3.1.1. Wearable Devices Used

In addition to the usual navigation aids people use to find their way in the city (paper maps or
navigation applications), three middle-of-the-range sensory wearable devices were proposed to the
participants (the choice of the devices was based on their quality/price rate at the time the study was
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made, according to the professional websites comparing these types of devices. Good quality devices
were chosen on this basis.).

1. The Optinvent ORA-2 AR glasses, aiming to provide participants with arrows inlayed in their
field of view (Figure 1); they are of very good quality in the context of current technologies (cost
800€).

2. The Sainsonic BM-7 bone conduction headphones, aiming to provide participants with spatialized
sounds (Figure 2).

3. The Huawei Watch Active smartwatch, aiming to provide participants with a warning vibration
and an arrow displayed on the screen (Figure 3).
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The screen of the ORA-2 glasses, on the right eye, displays content as if it were on a 61” screen
placed 4 meters in front of the user, with a resolution of about 42 pixels per degree. The screen can be
moved 20◦ horizontally to adapt its position to the user. The glasses do not include glass panes, so that
user can use their own glasses underneath the AR glasses. Even though the brightness of the screen
was over 3000Cd/m2, sunglasses were added in this study to improve the visibility of the navigation
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instructions outdoors. These glasses weigh 90g, which is rather light in comparison with other AR
devices. An Android 4.4.2 system is included. Bluetooth LE and Wifi connections are available.

Concerning the blue Sainsonic bone conduction headphones we used, it offers a
10-meter-Bluetooth 4.0 connectivity. It weighs 68g. This headset is designed to be used outdoors, so
the loudness is enough for outdoor activities (e.g., listening to music while walking) but not too loud,
so as to allow hearing ambient noise.

The Huawei smartwatch offers a 1.4” round screen with a resolution of 286 pixels per inch. An
Android Wear system is included, and connectivity is allowed through Wifi and Bluetooth 4.0/4.1. The
watch weighs 59g. One actuator can be used to make the screen vibrate. The intensity of the vibration
was set to maximum in the parameters of the Android Wear system.

3.1.2. Application Design

All three sensory wearable devices were connected via Bluetooth to a Nexus 5 smartphone with a
dedicated Android application on it that we specifically developed for the purposes of the present
research. This application worked like a server, aiming to compute the location and destination of the
user based on the Google Maps APIs and the GPS signal, and sending the corresponding navigation
instructions to the wearable device in real-time. To help older people use such an application, we
designed it based on literature recommendations: 12-points sans serif fonts and large high contrast
icons and buttons were used and useful information was directly displayed on the screen of the
smartphone with no need to use menus or to drag between views. When buttons were pressed, a slight
vibration feedback was provided, and the screen was set up so as not to fade, as older people usually
exhibit slower response times [57,58].

The application was composed of three main screens. On the welcome screen (see Figure 4a), the
destination was entered by typing in a text box. A list of predefined destinations used for the study
was set up, providing the users with several routes directly encoded in the app (with no need for
internet connectivity). On a second screen, the navigation mode could be chosen to be guided using
either the AR glasses or the smartwatch for the visual mode, and the bone conduction headphones
for the auditory mode (see Figure 4b). On a third screen (see Figure 4c), the route information was
given. An overview map showed the path to follow, as providing a map fosters confidence among
older people [59]. People could zoom into the map and navigate within it using their fingers. Below
the map, a button allowed to replay the last instructions provided. A message indicated that phone,
GPS, and device were connected before starting the route.
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Both GPS and phone network data were used to improve signal accuracy, in order to locate
precisely the pedestrian in the city. However, to deal with GPS microdisconnections that occur in
city centers [60], the system was designed to provide navigation instructions within a range of 20 m
around the GPS coordinates at which the pedestrian was supposed to turn. This range seemed large
enough to ensure the user would receive the navigation instruction, but small enough to guarantee the
instructions would be provided before leaving the intersection. In the Android application, the GPS
coordinates of the user, microdisconnections of the GPS, and instructions sent to the wearable device
were recorded every second in a log file.

3.1.3. Instructions Used

A set of six turn-by-turn instructions were used to guide the pedestrians: turn left into the next
street, turn right into the next street, enter a roundabout from the left, enter a roundabout from the
right, make a U-turn (when the participant made an error), and stop at the destination. Navigation
information in roundabouts was split into two instructions to avoid confusion in complex intersections,
as these types of intersections are a source of difficulty for older people [61]. The first information
provided to the participants offered that they might circle the roundabout by turning either left or
right, and the second information allowed the participants to exit the roundabout, using a single
“turn left/turn right” message. By default, when no instruction was provided, participants were
instructed to proceed straight ahead. Instruction duration was set to 3 s (with the AR glasses, the bone
conduction headphones, and the smartwatch, whenever it is played for the first time or replayed on
demand) to limit attention requirements [62] while maintaining a high probability of perception by the
participants [63].

The arrows displayed by the AR glasses and by the smartwatch were the same and were based on
previous tests in virtual reality [30,64]. Large flat green arrows were used to improve their perceptibility,
even among older people suffering from visual impairments [65] (see Figure 5).
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Based on previous studies about navigation in virtual reality [30], the auditory instructions were
sounds presented to the left/right ear, ranging from 500 Hz to 1 kHz frequencies to facilitate their
perceptibility among older people [33]. Sonar pulses sounds starting from 500 Hz to reach 1 kHz after
3 s were used to facilitate sound localization [38] when turning to the left or to the right. A sound of
500 Hz moving from the left ear to the right ear and vice versa was used for the U-turn instruction. A
composition of sounds between 500 Hz and 1 kHz was used for the stop instruction. These sounds
were easily heard by all the participants.

3.2. Methodology for Data Collection

3.2.1. Population

The present field study was conducted with 18 participants (10 men, 8 women) aged 60 to 77 years
(M = 68.7, SD = 5.1). Participants were recruited based on the following criteria: being retired (for an
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homogenization of the participants’ types of activities), being able to walk 30 minutes without any
assistance, and owning a smartphone and being used to interact with it. The participants were used to
navigate in urban environments by themselves and usually used maps and/or GPS to find their way.
All participants wore glasses or lenses, and two were partially deaf and wore no hearing aid.

All the participants were asked for their consent prior to the study. Participants received a 30€
voucher as compensation for their time and transport expenses.

3.2.2. Navigation Task

During the study, four routes were navigated: one route with the navigation aid that the participant
used most often as a pedestrian (a paper map and a navigation application on smartphone) and three
routes with each of the wearable devices. The first route, from the meeting point to the research lab,
was always navigated with the usual aid they had chosen. Because they used their usual aid (digital or
paper maps), not counterbalancing this route had no impact on any possible learning effects. The other
three routes were navigated with the wearable devices (see Figure 6a–d). The first condition aimed to
collect data about the usual behavior of the participants prior to the use of the wearable devices. Each
route was 1 km long and was located in a rather quiet area of Paris, without too much risk. For the
route navigated with the usual aid, from the meeting point to the research lab, the route included one
roundabout (two instructions), two left turns, two right turns, and one stop instruction. For the three
routes navigated with the wearable aids, the route included one roundabout (two instructions), three left
turns, three right turns, and one stop instruction. The first route navigated with the usual aid included
two less turns (one left and one right), but all the four routes were very similar (1 km long) and took
place in the neighborhood of the research lab, where postnavigation interviews were conducted after
each of the routes. The whole study lasted about four hours for each participant.
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navigated with the smartwatch.
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It is important in general that the different aids are not tested always in the same order, because
of possible learning effects. Here a first step of the study was carried out with three conditions: the
usual map, the AR glasses and the headphones. The usual map was always tested on the first place
because it was not new for the participants and we counterbalanced the use of the two new aids for
the second and third route. Since the results with the glasses were rather negative, we added the
smartwatch condition six months later (same participants), to see if another visual device gave better
results. Then the smartwatch test came always in the fourth place; after six months, it is probable
that the participants have partly forgotten the previous tests and that the learning effect is light. It is
probably light also because the types of messages and devices are very different with each aid; the
participants can just possibly learn that there are six messages.

Before each route with one of the wearable devices, an indoor training session took place in the
research lab. The session consisted in the presentation of the instructions to the participants with the
related device. The participant had to learn the navigation instructions (which were repeated until all
of them were properly recognized) and, depending on the device, the AR screen position, the sound
level, or the position of the smartwatch around the wrist was adjusted. Then, for each of the four
routes, participants were invited to enter their destination on the smartphone or, for the first route, to
search for it with their own map. In that last case, participants were asked to select the shortest route
from the meeting point to the research lab and the experimenter checked that all the participants chose
the same one (see Figure 6a). For each of the four routes, participants were invited to take their time to
look at the route if required before leaving, and a photograph of the destination was provided.

For each of the wearable devices, participants were instructed they could press the
replay-the-last-instruction button or look at the map whenever they wanted along the route, just
as they would do with their own map, and they were also provided with information about how the
system worked (going ahead until they get an instruction, turning into the next street each time they
perceived an instruction, getting the instruction in a 20-meter area). Along the way, the participants
were closely followed by the experimenter who ensured their safety. The experimenter kept the phone
in his/her hand to ensure the application was working fine but could give it to the participant at any
time. After each change of direction, the experimenter asked them about what was going on just before
and ensured that the participant was fine. Participants were free to talk with the experimenter along
the route as long as they kept walking. Both the participant and the experimenter wore a small camera
to capture the navigation activity.

Data collected during the navigation tasks were the number of repetitions required to learn the
instructions before navigating the city, the time needed to reach the destination, the number of errors
the participants made before reaching destination, the number of time the replay button of the app
was pressed, the number of time the GPS signal was lost, and the videos of the pedestrians’ behavior
(to analyze the risky instances of inattention).

3.2.3. Explicitation Interview

After each route, the user experience with the navigation aid was investigated using the
Explicitation (sometimes called elicitation—“Explicitation” is the original French word. In English,
both “explicitation” and “elicitation” are used) Interview Technique [66]. The Explicitation Interview
Technique encourages participants to talk about the cognitive, perceptual, sensory, and affective aspects
of what they experienced during the route [67] without giving too many rational explanations [68].
In this type of interview, questions are related to both the synchronic (e.g., “How was it at this
moment?”) and diachronic (e.g., “What did you perceive next?”) dimensions of the experience.
The interviewer, without inducing any content, helps the participant focus on the experience he/she
lived. The Explicitation Interview Technique was successfully used in previous HCI studies aiming at
understanding characteristics of the user experience [69–71].

At the end of each interview, after participants had returned to the research Lab, some questions
dedicated to the previously identified main dimensions impacting the UX of older people with
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navigation aids were also asked, if not spontaneously addressed during the explicitation interview.
These short questions were related to the outdoor perceptibility of the instructions, mental workload
and attention required to perceive the instructions, the attention to the surroundings, the feeling
of safety, the ease-of-learning of the instructions, their understandability in an urban context, the
trustworthiness of the device, the feeling of autonomy of the participant, the discretion and aesthetics
of the device, the emotions related to the use of the navigation aid, its perceived usefulness, and the
expectations of the participant for the future.

The interviews were recorded with the consent of the participants and then fully transcribed to
be analyzed.

3.3. Methodology for Data Analysis

3.3.1. Efficiency Analysis

Three variables were measured: the time required for the route, the percentage of success at
intersections, and the number of time the instructions were replayed. The time needed to reach the
destination (including the time spent looking at the digital or paper map before leaving and while
navigating) was compared to the time to destination calculated by Google Maps. The percentage
increase was calculated on this basis. Percentage of success was also calculated based on the number
of times when the participant did or did not followed the instructions provided by the wearable device
or his/her personal and usual aid. Roundabouts and simple intersections were considered separately.
For the three wearable devices, the number of times the replay button was pressed was also taken
into account.

Due to a rather low number of participants and missing normal curve of distribution for the
percentages of success, nonparametric Friedman and Wilcoxon matched pairs signed-rank tests were
carried out on these measures to investigate potential significant differences.

3.3.2. UX Analysis

A hybrid thematic analysis [72] of the interviews’ transcripts was made, based on 10 predefined
dimensions that were supposed to impact the user experience (see Table 1). These dimensions were
based on two sources: the literature dedicated to the UX with navigation aids and the UX of older
people using technologies and a preanalysis of the interviews’ content which helped adapting some of
these dimensions. The evolution of the UX in time was also considered during this analysis.

Table 1. User experience (UX) dimensions and phenomena highlighted from the analysis of the
participants’ interviews and the literature.

UX Dimensions Phenomena Impacting UX Over Time

Perceptibility of the instructions
Shifts in attentionMental workload and attention to the instructions

Attention to the surroundings and feeling of safety

Ease of learning of the instructions Understanding of the situation
Understandability of the instructions in urban context

Trustworthiness
Affective and aesthetic feelingsAesthetics and discretion

Other feelings

Perceived usefulness Prospective evaluations
Participants’ expectations about navigation aid

After a first reading of the whole transcripts, keywords were chosen to describe the content
of each dimension impacting the UX in the interviews. Each verbatim was then coded with the 10
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predefined dimensions. A second researcher coded some parts of the interviews and the inter-coder
reliability was fair (Cohen’s Kappa k > 0.65) [73]. The dimensions impacting UX and their temporal
evolution were discussed by the two coders, ending up with three main phenomena reflecting the
quality of the navigation experience with the four navigation aids: the shifts in attention over time, the
understanding of the situation over time, and the emergence of affective and aesthetic feelings over
time. Two supplementary categories were added as they were not directly related to the navigation
experience and more prospective evaluations: perceived usefulness and participants’ expectations (see
Table 1).

Finally, the keywords for the 10 dimensions were analyzed quantitatively: each keyword was
coded as rather positive or negative, and summed up for each participant, each dimension, and each
navigation aid. On this basis, percentages of satisfied and unsatisfied participants according to each
dimension were calculated and Chi2 analyses were carried out.

3.3.3. Risky Inattention Analysis

The videos of the routes were watched extensively to point out when the participants were
obviously inattentive (stopped in the middle of the street, collided with something or someone, or
crossed the street without paying attention to the traffic). To determine if the navigation aid was the
cause of these risky observed inattentions and, thus, if the use of navigation aids could be detrimental
to the mobility and safety of the participants, two categories were defined: (i) inattentions due to
the navigation aid (e.g., colliding with someone or something while looking at the paper map or the
smartwatch) and (ii) inattentions due to the urban environment (for instance paying attention to a
store, to flowers, etc., instead of the incoming cars while crossing a street) or to the interaction with the
experimenter. We focused on the inattentions due to the navigation aids. Chi2 analyses were made on
this basis.

4. Results

4.1. Efficiency of the Navigation Aids

Friedman tests highlighted a significant difference in time needed to reach the destination
(p < 0.00001). The time required to navigate the route was significantly longer with the
personal navigation aid (paper map for 16 participants, smartphone with digital map application
for 2 participants, the maps providing allocentric information—no turn by turn instructions)
(Mean = +47.6%; SD = 27.2) than with the three wearable aids: AR glasses (M = +27.1%; SD = 16.8;
Z = 3.11, p < 0.005), the bone conduction headphones (M = +19.9%; SD = 15.4; Z = 3.72, p < 0.0005),
and the smartwatch (M = +18%; SD = 11.4; Z = 3.72, p < 0.005). When using their personal map, some
participants started the route without even looking at it, while some others studied it in detail before
leaving, explaining the high variability among participants (see Figure 7). There were no significant
differences between the three wearable aids.
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Figure 7. Percentage of additional time needed to navigate the route in comparison with the time
computed by Google Maps. Vertical bars represent standard deviations.
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Friedman tests also highlighted a significant difference in the percentage of success at simple
intersections (p < 0.001). The percentage of success was significantly lower with AR glasses (Mean
= 82.5%; SD = 18) than with the usual navigation aid (M = 94.4%; SD = 11.5; Z = 2.54, p < 0.05), the
bone conduction headphones (M = 96%; SD = 6.6; Z = 2.67, p < 0.01), and the smartwatch (M = 96.8%;
SD = 6.1; Z = 3.11, p < 0.005) (see Figure 8). There were no significant differences between the bone
conduction headphones, the smartwatch, and the usual aid.
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A marginally significant difference between the navigation aids was also observed in roundabouts
(Friedman test p = 0.05). Just as with simple intersections, the percentage of success was lower with
AR glasses (M = 86.1%; SD = 28.7) than with the usual aid (M = 97.2%; SD = 11.8), the bone conduction
headphones (M = 97.2%; SD = 11.8), and the smartwatch (M = 100%; SD = 0). There were no significant
differences between the bone conduction headphones, the smartwatch, and the usual aid.

Finally, Friedman tests highlighted significant differences in the number of times the replay button
was pressed (p < 0.005). Instructions were more often replayed with the AR glasses (M = 7.7; SD = 8.2)
than with the bone conduction headphones (M = 0.8; SD = 1.1; Z = 3.41, p < 0.001) (see Figure 9), while
there was no significant difference between the AR glasses and the smartwatch, and between the bone
conduction headphones and the smartwatch.
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4.2. User Experience with the Navigation Aids

A qualitative analysis of the user experience will be developed first, according to the four global
phenomena identified previously (shift in attention, understanding the situation, affective and aesthetic
feelings, and prospective evaluations). This will be followed by a quantitative synthesis of the user
experience for each type of aid.
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4.2.1. Shifts in Attention

Attention sharing emerged as a key element to understand older pedestrians’ navigation
experiences. The level of attention required to search for and perceive the navigation instructions with
the four navigation aids when walking outdoors did indeed have some consequences on both the level
of attention allocated to the environment and the participants’ feeling of being safe.

The attention allocated to the AR glasses in order to perceive the navigation instructions was
more substantial than the attention allocated to the usual aid, the bone conduction headphones, and
the smartwatch, even though the instructions were directly provided in the field of view with the AR
glasses, unlike the participants’ map and the smartwatch. While only eight participants expressed
the fact that they had trouble perceiving the navigation instructions on their own map (that were
“too small”), two with the bone conduction headphones (participants who were partially deaf did
not experience difficulty with the bone conduction headphones), and four with the smartwatch, 13
expressed difficulties perceiving information with the AR glasses, leading to a higher level of attention
to the instructions and a higher workload with the latter device. The instructions provided by the
AR glasses were indeed described as less perceptible than the instructions provided by the 3 other
navigation aids. The arrows were “too faded” (according to seven participants), “too brief” (12
participants), or even incomplete in the field of view (five participants), as explained by one of the
participants: “It was almost invisible, like a fly in my field of view.” To deal with these perception
issues and the related higher attentional workload, 10 participants adopted strategies to better see the
AR arrows over time, consisting in focusing one eye on the AR screen, thereby reducing the visual
attention to the surroundings.

Some participants also had difficulty perceiving the warning vibration of the smartwatch (four
out of 18) but not the arrows displayed on it. Hence, they kept their arm close to their chest while
walking to ensure they would hear the vibration of the smartwatch or see the screen turning on to
display the navigation arrow. However, these strategies did not require a high level of visual attention
toward the device, unlike the AR glasses.

Consequently, 11 participants declared they were more able to look at the surroundings with the
usual aid, the bone conduction headphones, and the smartwatch than with the AR glasses, despite the
fact that the usual aid and the smartwatch required users to look at them from time to time. With the
AR glasses, participants tended to look at their feet (for seven of them) or far away in front of them
to increase the likeliness they would see the arrows. They also had difficulty paying attention to the
buildings and people around them (seven participants) because of a reduced field of view: “I could
see 60◦ on the left side, and maybe 30◦, or less, on the right side” said a participant.

With the smartwatch, the headphones and the usual aid, the vocabulary used by the participants
to describe their experiences was mostly related to taking a walk or even daydreaming, while many
participants expressed difficulty in enjoying the landscape or engaging in social interactions while
wearing the AR glasses: “Once we were chatting, I thought to myself I should stop chatting, stay
focused on the screen because an arrow might appear.” Safety concerns were more frequent with the
AR glasses than with the three other navigation aids, thereby leading to a higher feeling of lack of
safety with the AR glasses. Fourteen participants felt unsafe when navigating with the AR glasses,
compared to four participants with the usual aid, four with the bone conduction headphones, and none
with the smartwatch. Once again, participants adopted strategies to improve their feeling of safety
over time, such as walking slowly or being very cautious: “Without the glasses, I would have crossed
the road rapidly. But I was afraid not being 100% attentive, so I preferred being cautious.” Some
participants also mentioned that they acted more promptly (automatically) with the three wearable
devices than with their usual aid because the instructions did not require specific concentration when
using the smartwatch or the bone conduction headphones (two participants, e.g., “It was an instinctive
reaction: turn here, right now”), or because they were afraid of forgetting the instruction due to their
high mental workload when using the AR glasses (three participants).
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4.2.2. Understanding the Situation

Participants found it easy to learn and understand the visual and auditory instructions before
leaving the research lab (out of the context of navigation), as a participant explained: “It was almost
like a part of me, of my own body. I interpreted what I saw immediately. And it was the same for
the sounds I heard.” Similarly, the modes of operation of the three wearable navigation devices were
quickly understood concerning the use of two messages in the roundabouts (one for entering and one
for exiting), as well as going ahead while no message was provided.

In the context of navigation, the number of times the participants reported having a doubt about
where to go was lower overall with the three wearable devices than with their own usual map. Indeed,
11 participants experienced at least one difficulty in finding their way with their own aid, while there
were only eight with the AR glasses, two with the bone conduction headphones, and three with
the smartwatch.

The concerns with the usual aid were mainly related to a mismatch between the map and the
environment: participants located themselves somewhere else on the map than their actual location in
the real environment or read the map upside down.

The doubts reported with the wearable devices (mostly the AR glasses) were often related to the
instruction temporality (its precision in time), with instructions being provided too early or too late
to be properly understood: “With the glasses, it was more unsteady [than with the headphones], it
changed a lot along the time,” explained a participant, leading to greater feelings of disorientation
when using the AR glasses. Unsteady and late/early instructions were related to doubt and hasty
actions. This kind of doubt was not mentioned when using the usual digital or paper maps.

Some mismatches between the system’s rules of operation and participants’ expectancies also
caused doubts when using the wearable devices, especially in areas that were perceived as roundabouts
by the participants but not by the system: “I thought it was a roundabout even if I had no entering
roundabout message. I turn right and then I was waiting for a new message to enter the street,” said a
participant. Some participants also interpreted the instructions to turn into a street as a street-crossing
instruction, leading to ambiguous situations: “When I heard the sound to turn left, there was a
crosswalk close to me. I turned and then I faced a wall. I stopped because the rule was to go ahead
without any message but here it was impossible”. None of these types of doubts were reported during
the navigation with the participants’ usual map.

However, contrary to their usual paper map, the wearable devices also provided the participants
with clues to help find their way, such as the U-turn instructions, which were found to be really
reassuring: “I know that if I make an error, the system will tell me to make a U-turn, which is a
great guarantee,” explained a participant. The participants were also helped by the system’s rules
to interpret the situation. For example, the participants knew they had to always turn into the first
street after an instruction, or to go straight ahead when no instruction was provided: “The application
told me to turn left. It was a bit late, but I knew it was always the first street, so I turned,” said a
participant. Interestingly, with the three wearable devices, only one participant looked at the map on
the smartphone to help her find her way with the wearable AR glasses, while, during the first route
with their own digital or paper map, most of the participants were regularly looking at their map and
trying to find clues in the environment. It indicates two very different ways of navigating the routes.

4.2.3. Affective and Aesthetic Feelings

Over time, the navigation experiences were shaped by the level of trust and autonomy in the
navigation aid, feelings of comfort and discretion with the wearable device, and the other emotions
of the participants (e.g., shame and guilt). Because of the familiar character of their usual aid, these
dimensions were almost absent in the interviews related to the participants’ own map. This section is
therefore dedicated to the three wearable devices used in this study.

Overall, the bone conduction headphones and the smartwatch were associated with positive
feelings that remained steady over time. The feeling of trust in the device was high for 14 participants
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with the bone conduction headphones and 16 participants with the smartwatch. The trust in the device
seemed to be shaped by three main elements: (1) a good perception of the navigation instructions and
the attention required: “I know I will hear the sounds, so I fully trust the device,” said a participant
with the bone conduction headphones; (2) the accuracy of the U-turn instructions when having a doubt:
“the U-turn was reassuring because I knew that if I made a mistake, I would get it before the next
street”; and (3) the feeling of saving some time when using the aid: “When I got things wrong, I walked
20 m. It was a short distance, and it was reassuring, because I dislike being late.” Concerning the
physical pleasure and aesthetic dimension, these two wearable devices were also associated with both
physical pleasure and discretion (according to 17 participants for the bone conduction headphones
and 18 participants for the smartwatch). The weight, the steadiness, and painlessness appeared to
be the main criteria for physical pleasantness, as explained by one participant: “Headphones are
surprisingly pleasant. No weight, no pressure on the temporal bone. It was almost like I wore nothing.”
The smartwatch as well as the bone conduction headphones were valued and appreciated as regular
devices that were not noticeable in the street, aesthetically discreet: “The discretion is total, people
do not notice you are wearing an aid,” said a participant about the smartwatch, and therefore these
devices were likely to be pleasantly used outdoors. During the study, 13 participants noted that they
had enjoyed using these two devices to find their way.

The AR glasses led to more contrasted feelings and emotions, which did not remain constant over
time for most of the participants. The feeling of trust tended to decline over time for 11 participants
when using the AR glasses: “When I started with the glasses, I was relaxed, just as I was with the
headphones. But I got worried quickly,” explained a participant. The feeling of self-efficacy was highly
correlated to the perception and understanding of the instructions with the AR glasses. Participants
felt “stupid”, “incompetent”, or “guilty” when not seeing the arrows that were supposed to be obvious.
Most of the participants also felt uncomfortable with the aesthetics of the AR glasses due to a lack
of discretion of the device and its heaviness. Indeed, AR glasses were described as “conspicuous”,
leading some participants to feel ashamed and ridiculous and to avoid the eyes of others in the street:
“I crossed the street because I saw people coming in front of me. I wanted to avoid their eyes, because
the glasses were not discreet.” Because of the lack of discretion of this device, some participants also
mentioned they would be perceived as a disabled or dependent person by the people in the street:
“I felt like Ray Charles, but I had no white cane”. AR glasses were also a source of eyestrain and
nausea for three participants: “My eyes were tired at the end.” Because of this, participants were often
disappointed by this highly technological device.

4.2.4. Prospective Evaluations

Considering the usefulness of the three wearable devices, the older pedestrians who took part to
the study noted that they would be more likely to wear bone conduction headphones (10 participants)
or a smartwatch (11 participants) to navigate the city in a near future than AR glasses (two participants).

To improve the wearable devices for a future use, the participants also suggested some changes
that could help perceive and understand the navigation instructions, as well as the comfort with the
devices. Most of these comments were related to the intensity and the duration of the instructions
provided by the AR glasses, mostly because of the lack of perceptibility of the arrows in outdoor
environments (six participants). Some participants also wished the warning vibration of the
smartwatch to be stronger and imagined a warning vibration that could be added to the AR glasses
as well. For all the devices, a go-ahead instruction as well as a notification of being on the correct
street could be added to ensure the user is still on the route (five participants). Finally, a lighter, more
discreet device should be used to display arrows in the field of view.

Table 2 sums up the percentage and count of participants who expressed having trouble or
evaluated negatively the four navigation aids according to the nine dimensions of UX during the
interviews (excluding here the prospective evaluations).
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Table 2. Number and percentage of participants facing difficulties while navigating the city with the
four aids. The percentages in bold font are significantly lower than the ones that are underlined on the
same row. NA means the related dimension was absent in the interviews.

Usual Aid AR Glasses Bone Conduction h. Smartwatch

Bad perceptibility of the instructions 44% (8) 72% (13) 22% (4) 22% (4)

High mental workload and attention to the instructions 22% (4) 56% (10) 5% (1) 22% (4)

Lack of attention to the surroundings 17% (3) 61% (11) 0% (0) 28% (5)

Difficulty in learning the instructions NA 11% (2) 33% (6) 0% (0)

Doubts about the instructions understanding in urban context 61% (11) 44% (8) 11% (2) 17% (3)

Weak trustworthiness NA 61% (11) 22% (4) 11% (2)

Lack of aesthetics and discretion NA 67% (12) 5% (1) 0% (0)

Other negative feelings NA 67% (12) 33% (6) 28% (5)

Lack of usefulness for oneself NA 89% (16) 44% (8) 39% (7)

The number of participants who experienced difficulty perceiving the instructions was
significantly greater with the AR glasses than with the bone conduction headphones and the
smartwatch (χ2(1,36) = 9.03, p < 0.01). The number of participants who experienced a high attentional
workload was also significantly greater with the AR glasses than with the bone conduction headphones
(χ2(1,36) = 10.6, p < 0.01), the smartwatch (χ2(1,36) = 4.2, p < 0.05), and the usual aid (χ2(1,36) = 4.2,
p < 0.05). Similarly, perceived attention to the surroundings was significantly lower with the AR glasses
than with the headphones (χ2(1,36) = 15.8, p < 0.001), the smartwatch (χ2(1,36) = 405, p < 0.05), and
the participants’ usual aid (χ2(1,36) = 7.42, p < 0.01). More participants also stated they had difficulty
looking at the surroundings with the smartwatch than with the bone conduction headphones (χ2(1,36)
= 5.8, p < 0.02).

In the learning and indoor context just before the navigation, the spatialized sounds displayed
through the bone conduction headphones were more difficult to interpret for significantly more
participants than the arrows displayed by the smartwatch (χ2(1,36) = 7.2, p < 0.01). In the outdoor
urban context, however, the number of participants who experienced at least one instance of doubt
was significantly higher with the usual aid than with both the headphones (χ2(1,36) = 9.75, p < 0.01)
and the smartwatch (χ2(1,36) = 7.48, p < 0.01). Similarly, the number of disoriented participant was
higher with the AR glasses than with the bone conduction headphones (χ2(1,36) = 4.98, p < 0.05).

Concerning the feelings of the participants, they trusted significantly more the bone conduction
headphones (χ2(1,36) = 5.6, p < 0.02) and the smartwatch (χ2(1,36) = 9.75, p < 0.01) than the AR glasses.
They were also more enjoying he aesthetics and discretion of the device with the bone conduction
headphones (χ2(1,36) = 14.5, p < 0.001) and the smartwatch (χ2(1,36) = 18, p < 0.001) than the AR
glasses. Also, their other emotions were more often negative with the AR glasses than with the bone
conduction headphones (χ2(1,36) = 4, p < 0.05) and the smartwatch (χ2(1,36) = 5.46, p < 0.02).

As a consequence, the usefulness of the AR glasses was marginal in comparison with the bone
conduction headphones (χ2(1,36) = 8, p < 0.01) and the smartwatch (χ2(1,36) = 9.75, p < 0.01).

4.3. Observed Risky Inattentions

In the section above, we looked at the subjective feelings of being inattentive; here, we quantify
the observable instances of inattention which are potentially risky. Both observations and interviews
are complementary: with the observable behavior, we gather inattentions the participant may not be
aware of, and with the interviews we gather inattentions which are not observable (such as, I looked
but did not see because I was focused on my thoughts). Table 3 sums up the number of observed
instances of risky inattention coded for the video analysis. We did not consider the safe inattentions
(e.g., the person stops on the pavement to look at the paper map) nor the inattentions due to an
interaction with the researcher (who was following the participant in case of dangerous behavior)
and not to the device itself. The risky inattentions due to the devices appear in two situations: when
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participants focus on the aid messages (listening, sensing, or looking at them) (1) while they were
walking or (2) while they stopped when they were already crossing a street.

Table 3. Number of observed instances of inattention with the four navigation aids.

Inattentions: Usual Aid AR Glasses Bone-Cond. H. Smartwatch

Due to the aid 20 1 3 4

Due to the surroundings 2 8 6 0

Considering all the observed instances of inattention, the ones due to the use of the aid were
significantly more numerous with the paper or digital maps of the participants than with the AR
glasses (χ2(1,31) = 18.6, p < 0.001) and the bone conduction headphones (χ2(1,31) = 11.06, p < 0.001).
The participants tended to walk while reading their map, leading to risks and collisions (see Figure 10).Multimodal Technol. Interact. 2018, 2, x FOR PEER REVIEW  16 of 23 
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Figure 10. The participant was reading her map while walking and could not avoid the collision with
a blind person approaching from her.

It is in fact surprising that using the glasses does not produce more inattention. This result
probably comes from the fact that the participants are afraid of being inattentive with this new device
and are more cautious than with their usual map. Also, they are apparently not aware of their
inattentions with the usual aid: they do not mention in the interviews that they are afraid of being
inattentive with the usual map (habits lowering vigilance), whereas they mention it with the glasses.
It is an interesting result highlighting the complementarity of the methodologies.

5. Discussion

This study aimed to compare the navigation experiences (in terms of efficiency, user experience,
and inattentions) of older pedestrians using their usual navigation aid (paper and digital maps) and
three sensory wearable devices to find their way in an urban environment. The sensory navigation aids
were based on market-available devices (AR glasses, bone conduction headphones, and a smartwatch)
and turn-by-turn navigation instructions were designed using previous literature among older people
(see e.g., [30]).

Most of the participants (16 out of 18) used a paper map when asked to bring their own navigation
aid. This observation was in-line with previous studies [27,30] with older people using preferentially
paper maps as pedestrians, while GPS have become usual among older drivers.

The results highlighted that the participants took a longer time to reach their destination with
their usual aid than with the three wearable devices. This could be explained by the difficulty older
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pedestrians usually face when navigating an outdoor environment with a map [15,19]. The time needed
to prepare the route with the map, in particular, differed a lot among the participants. Preparing the
route is a key element for older people in unknown areas [74], and the high interindividual variability
among participants may reflect important differences in the participants’ trust in their orientation
capabilities [75]. Some studies previously brought into light that older pedestrians varied considerably
in the self-evaluation of their spatial abilities [30,76].

The percentage of success in turning into the right street was higher with the bone conduction
headphones, the smartwatch, and the usual aid than with the AR glasses. In some cases, the percentage
of success was even 100% (with the smartwatch in roundabouts), thereby confirming that technological
aids could help compensate the difficulties older pedestrians usually face in urban environments [61].
The percentage of success in roundabouts was close to the percentage of success in simple intersections,
although we might have supposed that the difficulty would have been higher in roundabouts [61].
The participants were often more attentive to the instructions in the roundabouts than in the simple
intersections because they understood well the functioning of the system in this type of configuration
(the use of two instructions in these areas) and were able to anticipate the second instruction to exit to
the right street. However, the way people subjectively perceive the environment may differ from that
of the geographic databases used by the navigation system. For example, some configurations were
labeled as roundabouts by the participants but not by the system, which led to a discrepancy between
participants’ expectancies and the system’s functioning. Thus, using geographic databases adapted
to the pedestrians’ navigation would be necessary instead of using databases for cars’ navigation,
pedestrians having a different perspective than drivers, and more possible paths [27].

The percentage of success in finding the right way was lower with the AR glasses but it did not
differ between the bone conduction headphones, the smartwatch and the usual aid of the participants.
The average percentage of errors was low among the participants using their own map, which
could be explained by the familiarity with this aid and the longer time required to prepare the route
before leaving.

Even though the performance did not differ between the bone conduction headphones, the
smartwatch, and the usual aid, differences were observed in the way the participants acted to find
their way. Using the usual aid seemed to rely on a sum of spatial cues found from both the map (paper
or digital) and the environment (topography, street names, etc.). The participants actively searched for
these clues to solve the spatial problem they were facing. Hence, the participants were free to choose
the clues needed for their navigation at their own pace and thus were possibly more autonomous
than with the wearable devices. Searching for clues in the environment, however, requires a high
level of attention and it generated many instances of inattention, as was highlighted by the videos’
analysis, even if the participants do not seem conscious of these episodes with their usual aid during
the interviews. This highlights a potential benefit of wearable navigation aids in terms of safety with
which the number of instances of inattention was low. An active search for clues also requires spatial
cognitive abilities, which vary a lot among older people and could be specifically altered [8].

Navigation with turn-by-turn wearable devices relied on a more localized spatial environment
(i.e., participants did not have to locate themselves on a map, just to look at the next street to turn
in) and was more contingent to the trust the participants had in the navigation aid, as the trust in the
device depended a lot on its temporality and its steadiness over time. Even though the participants
actively solved spatial problems with the wearable devices too, the matching between the spatial
clues found in the environment and the instructions provided by the system depended a lot on the
system itself (i.e., the possibility to replay the instructions, the temporality of the instructions, and
the rules of the system functioning). This could have led to a higher dependence to the system when
navigating with such devices. Noticeably, the participants had the possibility to use a map with the
three wearable devices, which they did not, highlighting that the navigation strategies were different
with the wearable devices on one hand and the usual aid on the other hand.
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The wayfinding processes based on the use of wearable devices such as the ones we developed
for the present study purposes seemed to rely, like the usual map, on cognitive abilities (to understand
the navigation instructions and mapping it to the environment), but also on other types of abilities
related to the use of digital and dynamic artefacts such as memorizing the instructions, interpreting
the interface, or understanding and inferring rules from the use of the system [77]. For example, based
on the previous instructions they had perceived, participants were able to infer the temporality of
the instructions, and knew that the next instructions would be provided 15 to 20 meters before the
intersection, otherwise they could go straight forward. In contrast, with their usual map, they tended
to count the number of intersections before the next turn. In this way, wearable devices could thereby
benefit older people with lower spatial cognitive capacities because using such devices rely on other
types of abilities that directly depend on the system design.

Beyond poorer performance, the AR glasses also lead to a poorer user experience than the bone
conduction headphones and the smartwatch, whatever the UX dimension. While perceiving and
understanding the arrows instructions during the indoor familiarization phase was rather easy to the
participants, the perceptibility of the instructions and their temporality in an urban navigation context
was problematic, as well as the comfort and discretion of the sensory wearable device.

In our analyses, the user experience was shaped by three main phenomena over time.
These phenomena are rather congruent with the three layers of need proposed by Fang et al. [78]
when using pedestrian navigation aids. Shifts in attention corresponds to the physical sense layer
(the perception of visual, auditory, or haptic clues to find one’s way), understanding the situation
corresponds to the safety layer (the ability to manage the risk and errors related to the route and the
environment), and the affective and aesthetics feelings are related to the mental satisfaction layer (the
need for confidence, comfort, and respect).

Shifts in attention: The arrows inlayed in the visual field by AR glasses and the warning vibration
of the smartwatch were difficult to perceive for some participants. We have two possible explanations
here: (1) this difficult perception is either due to the fact that the visual attention to the surroundings
interfere with the visual perception of the arrows superimposed in the same field of view or (2) it
may be due to an overly weak intensity and/or an impression of short duration when participants
were actively involved in a navigation activity in an urban context. (We note the difference between
the perceptibility indoor in a quiet place and in the urban context outdoor.) These results about the
importance of perceptibility were already pointed out by [49]. As the perceptibility of the arrows was
reduced in the urban navigation context, participants were required to be more attentive to search
for and perceive the navigation instructions. This had some consequences on the possibilities for
participants to look at the environment and for ensuring their safety. Various strategies were used to
improve the perception of the instructions, such as replaying instructions (the number of replayed
instructions being higher with the AR glasses than with the two other devices) relying on preparative
attention [79], by looking precisely at the AR screen, or immobilizing the arm close to the chest with the
smartwatch. Attention sharing also had some consequences on the feeling of safety with AR glasses.
The participants tended to be more cautious because they feared they might not be at their best. We
also observed that the participants tended to act more promptly, and, maybe, more automatically
and instinctively, when being guided by a turn-by-turn device, which could have impacted their
safety negatively.

Understanding the situation: We observed more doubts about where to go with the usual map
and with the glasses. Contrary to the paper maps that were read at the participant’s own pace,
the temporality of instructions (the moment the instruction was provided in comparison with the
moment the participant would turn) seemed to be a key element for decision making with the wearable
navigation devices. Impressions of unsteady and belated instructions led to difficulty in understanding
the situation and had a negative impact on the participants’ trust in the aid, especially with the AR
glasses. As previously mentioned, the matching between the spatial clues found in the environment
and the instructions depended a lot on the system itself when using a wearable aid (the accuracy of the
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U-turn instructions, the replay button, the instructions temporality, and the system rules). Providing
instructions 10 meters before the intersection appeared to be mandatory to ensure quiet and safe
conditions for decision making.

Several elements could impact the temporality of instructions, among which the GPS accuracy
and the quality of the connection between the smartphone and the wearable device. Despite poorer
GPS accuracy in urban environments [60] and 10-meter-precision of the GPS on smartphones [80],
these could not explain the differences subjectively perceived between the AR glasses and the two
other devices we used. It could be supposed that the Bluetooth connectivity was poorer with the AR
glasses than with the bone conduction headphones and the smartwatch, but we were not able to verify
this hypothesis. The higher fear to miss a message and the poorer feeling of safety of the participants
with the AR glasses were also likely to impact the perception of the temporality of instructions, as
stress could constitute a bias for the perceived duration of stimuli [81].

Affective and aesthetic feelings: the emotions were highly contrasted among the participants
during the four routes with the four aids. Some of them were frustrated with not perceiving the
instructions, while others were pleasantly surprised by their ability to navigate by themselves with
a highly technological device. We observed that comfort and discretion were key concerns for
the participants, with the bone conduction headphones and the smartwatch being more positively
evaluated than the AR glasses. The AR glasses were described as being heavy on the nose and to lack
discretion. Participants wished to be able to hide the device they were using, to look “like everybody”
in the street. The aesthetics, discretion (e.g., color and size) and the weight of devices designed to be
“wearable” should be considered carefully to boost the physical and psychological comfort among
older pedestrians. Aesthetics is sometimes told to be a minor dimension in UX for older people [57,82],
who are supposed to focus primarily on the pragmatic qualities of the devices rather than the hedonic
ones. In this study, aesthetics was a major concern. In addition, it should be noted that adding
sunshades to the AR glasses may have had consequences on the UX by reducing their discretion, even
though it aimed primarily to improve the perceptibility of the arrows.

Understandability, perceived usefulness [83], pleasantness [84], and aesthetics [47] are
traditionally identified as elements that impact the user experience. Thus, the results of this study
are consistent with the literature. However, we note that many dimensions were specific to older
people’s user experience with navigation aids. The perceptibility of instructions and the related
increase of attentional demand [49], the temporality of instructions, and the accuracy of the GPS
signal [50] were indeed discussed in depth in the interviews. Also, the feeling of trust, the feeling of
safety, and discretion are often associated with older people’s user experience [52]. The study did not
bring into light new dimensions of UX but helped understand how user experience was shaped by
all these dimensions over time. Hence, the perceptibility of the instructions and attentional demand
impacted the feeling of safety, which is paramount for older people. The older participants were not
“passively” following the turn-by-turn instructions provided by the wearable devices, they had to
at least understand the messages, the mode of operation of the system, and to keep an eye on the
environment, thereby challenging the hypothesis of “infantilization” that is traditionally associated to
the use of turn-by-turn aids [23].

While our results highlight that navigation among older pedestrians could be fostered by the
use of some wearable devices providing turn-by-turn instructions in comparison to a map, some
limitations of our work should be acknowledged. The limited number of participants (18), due to the
need to interview them in detail (each participant spent 4 hours in the study) could also be a limit to
the generalization of the results. Also, we did not compare the performance and user experience of
the older participants to younger ones. Similarly, we were not able to compare performance and user
experience between men and women. The route and the interview were slightly different between
the usual aid and the three wearable devices (but we observe that the simpler route for the usual aid
does not benefit to its efficiency), and we were not able to compare some dimensions between the four
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conditions (such as aesthetics, as no participant mentioned it with the usual map); a total similarity of
the conditions should be preferred in future studies.

6. Conclusions

Our study highlighted that older pedestrians could benefit from the use of bone conduction
headphones and a smartwatch providing turn-by-turn instructions to find their way in an urban
environment. With these two wearable devices, the number of instances of inattention and the time
required to navigate the route was lower in comparison with the usual aid of the participants (mostly
paper maps). Also, the user experience and the percentage of success were better than with AR glasses
that provided the same types of instructions. The problems faced with the AR glasses could be caused
by the lack of maturity of this type of devices, being too heavy and projecting visual information that is
not sufficiently contrasted to be perceived in outdoors. In future years, this study could be replicated
with more advanced AR glasses. Comparisons of performance and user experience should also be
made with younger people, and between genders, in order to point out potential differences in the use
of such aids.
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